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Welcome Letter by the Secretary Generals
Dear Delegates,
we, the secretariat of HamMUN 2019, would like to give a warm welcome to all of you that
have come from near and far to participate in the 21st Edition of Hamburg Model United
Nations. We hope to give you an enriching and enlightening experience that you can look back
on with joy.
Over the course of 4 days in total, you are going to try to find solutions for some of the most
challenging problems our world faces today. Together with students from all over the world,
you will hear opinions that might strongly differ from your own, or present your own divergent
opinion. We hope that you take this opportunity to widen your horizon, to, in a respectful
manner, challenge and be challenged and form new friendships.
With this year’s slogan “Shaping a New Era of Democracy” we would like to invite you to
engage in and develop peaceful ways to solve and prevent conflicts. To remain respectful and
considerate in diplomatic negotiations in a time where we experience our political climate as
rough, and to focus on what unites us rather than divides us. As we are moving towards an even
more globalized and highly military armed world, facing unprecedented threats such as climate
change and Nuclear Warfare, international cooperation has become more important than ever
to ensure peace and stability.
During the last year our team has worked tirelessly to turn HamMUN into a platform for you,
where you can grow as a person, step out of your comfort zone and be the best delegate you
can possibly be. We can’t wait to share it with you and are looking forward to an unforgettable
time.
Yours Sincerely,
Leah Mathiesen & Tobias Hinderks
Secretary Generals
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Introduction Letter by the Chairs
Dear Delegates,
Welcome to HamMUN 2019, and to our simulation of the African Union! Firstly, we would
like to thank you for choosing our committee and for entrusting us with the responsibility of
ensuring that your HamMUN experience is the best it can possibly be. We take this
responsibility seriously and will do our utmost to ensure that your time spent in this committee
will be stimulating, enriching, and rewarding.
Second, we greatly look forward to four days of high-quality debate on the topics at hand, as
we are sure that you are as well. In an era in which excessive value is assigned to rhetoric as
opposed to ideas, and aesthetics as opposed to substance, we hope to facilitate a committee
which values well-researched ideas, critical thinking, and diplomatic courtesy and cooperation.
To that end, we have chosen to debate two topics that will require coordination and that have
implications for all of the states that you will be representing: the creation of a unified African
Army and peacebuilding in post-secession Sudan. The possible consequences and implications
of both items on the agenda have the potential to be numerous and far-reaching, not only for
regional African politics, but for global politics as well, given the increasingly important role
played by intergovernmental organizations on the world stage.
In the following pages you will find a study guide which will introduce you to the functioning
of the African Union and provide a comprehensive overview of both topics. While detailed, this
guide is by no means exhaustive, and delegates are strongly encouraged to conduct independent
research on the topics as well in order to arrive well-prepared to the committee.
In addition to thorough research, delegates are also strongly encouraged to fully review and
understand the rules of procedure. This will ensure a debate that is unhindered by technical or
procedural issues and will make the experience more enjoyable and smoother for all of us.
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Last but not least, we are greatly looking forward to having you in our committee and It is an
honour for us to serve as your chairs and to accompany you throughout the days of debate that
await us. Good luck and see you in November!
Yours sincerely,
Katharina Krüger
Stefanos Agathokleous
David Schiff
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Introduction to the Committee
The African Union (AU) is a continental body of 55 African member states. Officially, it was
launched in 2002 in Durban, South Africa, as a successor to the Organisation for Africa Unity
(OAU). The reason for the creation of this new continental body was that the African leaders
realised that the continental focus of Africa should shift from the fight for decolonisation and
ridding the continent of apartheid, which was the focus of the OAU, to increasing the
cooperation and economic integration of African states in order to achieve higher economic
growth of the continent. The AU’s guiding vision that supports its goal for further unity of the
African States, is “An Integrated, Prosperous and Peaceful Africa, driven by its own citizens
and representing a dynamic force in the global arena.” (African Union, 2019)
The AU functions through its different decision-making bodies, such as the Assembly of Heads
of State and Government, the Executive Council, the Permanent Representatives Committee,
the Specialised Technical Committees, the Peace and Security Council and the African Union
Commission. The AU structure promotes the participation of African citizens and civil society
through the Pan-African Parliament and the Economic, Social & Cultural Council. (Ibid.)
The Organs that handle the judicial, legal and human rights matters pertaining to the African
Union, are the African Commission on Human and Peoples’ Rights, the African Court on
Human and Peoples’ Rights, the AU Commission on International Law, the AU Advisory
Board on Corruption and the African Committee of Experts on the Rights and Welfare of the
Child. Furthermore, the Regional Economic Communities (RECs) are also significant to the
structure of the African Union as they provide the overarching framework for continental
economic integration. The RECs are also central to the functioning of the African Standby
Force (ASF) which will be explained further on. (Ibid.)
The Assembly of Heads of States and Governments.
In HamMUN 2019, we will simulate the Assembly of the African
Union. Participants should note that they will be acting as
delegates of the states instead of Heads of State and Government,
but they will have the same rights and powers as the Heads of
State/Government.
The Assembly is the supreme organ of the AU, composed of the
Heads of State/Government or their accredited representatives,
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and meets biannually to debate, draft and vote on decisions and declarations. Although the
Assembly ordinarily meets twice per year, members can request an additional meeting if
approved by a 2/3 majority of the member states. The role of the Assembly is to determine the
AU’s policies, establish its priorities, adopt its annual plan and monitor the implementation of
its policies and decisions. In addition to that, the Assembly has the power to admit new member
states to the AU, pass the AU budget, take decisions regarding important AU issues such
drafting and adopting declarations on peace and security, amend and interpret the Constitutive
Act, and determine the structure, functions, power, composition and organisation of the
Executive Council. (Ibid.)
The Assembly of the AU can create any committee, working group or commission it deems
necessary and can delegate its powers and functions to other AU organs. Regarding peace and
security matters, the Assembly delegated its powers to the Peace and Security Council when
the latter became operational in 2004. (Ibid.)
The Assembly shall take its decisions by consensus or, failing which, by a two-thirds majority
of the Member States of the Union. (African Union, 2019) . All procedural matters shall be
decided by a simple majority.
Regarding the voting procedure, after entering voting procedure, the Chairs will ask for a
motion to vote by acclamation. If no delegate introduces such a motion or the motion fails
because of an objection, reaching consensus will be considered failed and the 2/3-majority
applies.
If there is a possibility of not reaching a consensus during the debate, a delegate may bring the
idea of drafting a Joint Statement instead of a declaration, whereas the first it is non-binding.
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Topic A: Towards close military cooperation – creating the African
Army
1. Introduction
Through the years, various political organisations and political leaders have expressed their
support for creating a unified African army, although it has also faced significant opposition
which has prevented these plans from coming to fruition. Instead of the African Army, the AU
leaders decided to develop the African Standby Force and the African Capacity for Immediate
Response to Crises, in 2003 and 2013 accordingly, instead, which according to various reports,
still lack the necessary resources to be fully operational, with issues in funding, training, and
equipment. Given that several states in the continent have historically been plagued by a high
number of civil wars and problematic bureaucracy, creating a unified African military has
proven not to be an easy step. In discussing this matter, delegates will need to answer questions
such as how this will impact the national armies and what the future of the African Standby
Force will be.
The way the topic will be presented is first, the African Standby Force alongside with the Rapid
Deployment Capability and the African Capacity for Immediate Response to Crises will be
explained; and then the study guide will move to the discussion of the creation of the African
Army and expanding intra-union military cooperation. The points that should be raised on the
debate should come from the study guide, but the delegates are welcome to bring points from
their research that are not addressed in the study guide, but are related to the topic.

2. Definition of Key Terms
2.1.

African Standby Force (ASF)

The ASF is a multi-disciplinary, continental peacekeeping force that includes military, police
and civilian elements, which are on standby in their respective RECs and available to the
African Union for deployment in times of crisis. (Institute for
Security Studies, 2015)
2.2.

The ASF’s Rapid Deployment Capability (RDC)

The rapid response force can be deployed anywhere in Africa
within 14 days to target emergency situations such as cases of war
crimes, genocide and gross human rights abuses. It is made up of
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2.500 personnel per regional economic community/regional mechanism (REC/RM). (Institute
for Security Studies, 2015)
2.3.

African Capacity for Immediate Response to Crises (ACIRC)

ACIRC was established in 2013 to provide the African continent with a rapid deployment
capability ahead of ASF’s deadline to become operational by 2015. It can, therefore,
be described as a stopgap measure. Furthermore, the ACIRC will be merged into the ASF’s
Rapid Deployment Capability. On 9 January, the AU Peace and Security Council (PSC)
adopted a matrix to ‘harmonise’ ACIRC and the ASF. This long-awaited integration is a step
forward but could add to existing misunderstanding and uncertainty. The new deadline to
complete the process was set to be on February 2020. The main reason for the delay are
operational problems of the ACIRC, but also serious political negotiations between the member
states. It should be noted that the ACIRC has never been deployed before. (Relief Web, 2019)
ACIRC and the ASF have similar aims but differ regarding funding, mandate, and deployment
mechanism. The activities of the ASF, once functional, will be according to its mandate, which
focuses on conflict prevention and peacebuilding. Also, the ACIRC works directly through the
AU, whereas the ASF works through the REC’s. The ACIRC is self-funded and based only on
the voluntary contributions of member states, whereas the ASF is funded mainly through the
AU itself. Moreover, the ACIRC is deployed at the behest of a lead country with AU approval,
whereas the AU itself uses the ASF with permission from the REC’s. This makes ACIRC
potentially more agile but with less authority.. (Institute for Security Studies, 2015)

3. History of the Topic
3.1.1. The evolution of the Pan-African army idea
The discussion on the creation of a Pan-African Army started almost 90 years ago and went
through a lot of failed initiatives, before reaching its present formulation as the ASF. The idea
first came from African communist revolutionaries in 1922. More
specifically, an article in the Australian journal Communist Review
stated that “no opportunity should be lost for propagandising the
native soldiers in the colonial armies and for organising a great
Pan-African army secretly in the same way as the Sinn Fein built
up the Irish Army under the very nose of England”. (Franke, 2006,
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p. 3) Over the next few years, the topic has been frequently discussed at Pan-Africanism
conferences across the world but without getting enough political support. In 1958, Ghana’s
first president, Kwame Nkrumah, introduced the idea of an African High Command (AHC) and
the establishment of an African legion during the All-African People’s Conference in 1958.
According to Nkrumah, the African Army would have the role to defend the increasing number
of independent African States from imperialist aggression, to offer the African states an
alternative to disadvantageous military pacts with the Cold War powers and to liberate all
territories under colonial or white supremacist control. (Franke, 2006, p. 3) Nkrumah’s idea
faced opposition from nationalists among Africa’s leading politicians who saw the
centralisation of military power as a first (and irreversible) step towards the political unification
of the continent; in the end, Nkrumah failed to get the concept included in the Charter of the
Organization for African Unity. (Franke, 2006, p. 4)
In 1963, during the Defence Commission’s first meeting in Accra, Ghana proposed the idea of
an African Army. In addition to the proposed union army, they recommended the creation of
the union navy, union air force, union strike force, union intelligence organisation, union
military research and development organisation and the union military planning organisation.
(Franke, 2006, p. 5) The Nigerian delegation strongly opposed the idea, raising the arguments
that the union army would bring a substantial loss of sovereignty to the states; that the African
states could not afford to create such military structure; and that if created, the army would face
problems such as manpower, equipment, weapon standardisation, logistical, training,
deployment of troops and the appointment of the Supreme Commander. (Franke, 2006, p. 6)
Ultimately, the idea of the delegation of Ghana was voted against.
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In 1965, during the second meeting of the Defence
Commission in Freetown, the Sierra Leone delegation

called for the establishment of an African Defence Organization (ADO). The difference
between the Sierra Leonean proposal and that of Nkrumah was that instead of creating a
permanent standing army, a continental clearinghouse - a central office- for national armed
forces would be created (which would later serve as a model for the African Standby Force
Regional Headquarters) supported by a committee of military experts. Under this
clearinghouse, each OAU member state would have been asked to earmark one or more units
of its armed forces to be placed at the disposal of the OAU for specific operations. The troops
would be stationed in their home countries, and they would have been mobilised at the request
of other member states in cases of internal trouble, attack from
parties outside Africa or conflict within OAU members. In the end,
this idea also was rejected by the majority of states, mainly from
Nigeria. (Franke, 2006, pp. 6-7)
In 1970, after the Nigerian civil war ended, Nigeria finally became
in favour of creating a centralised high command, similar to
12
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Nkrumah’s suggestion in 1958; but at this time, Nkrumah seemed less supportive about it.
Although proposed in the wake of the OAU’s failure to respond to the Portuguese invasion of
Guinea in November 1970, as well as strong support within Nigerian population, the proposal
failed to gain the majority needed to pass in the Assembly. (Franke, 2006, p. 7)
In 1978, the issue became particularly pertinent again during the Council of Ministers’ 31st
ordinary session in Khartoum. Later, in 1979, the 6th ordinary session of the Defence
Commission agreed that the OAU should set up an OAU Defence Force with the role of
supporting the Member States in the event of an aggression by non-African states; assisting
liberation movements in their struggle; providing peacekeeping and observer forces in the event
of conflict between Member States and to cooperate with the United Nations in matters of
defence and security affecting Member States; however, the OAU Summit held in Sierra Leone
in July 1980 avoided a decision on creating an African Army. (Franke, 2006, p. 8)
During the 1990s, with the end of the Cold War and the eruption of several conflicts and civil
wars in Africa, the road to the ASF was opened, namely through OAU’s decision to establish a
Mechanism for Conflict Prevention, Management and Resolution. In 2002, during the Durban
Summit, the ASF was established as the result of long years of failed initiatives. Even after the
establishment of the ASF, many African leaders called for a stronger military such as Colonel
Muammar Gaddafi, President Robert Mugabe and former president Daniel Arap Moi. (Franke,
2006, p. 13) The same Durban Summit that created the ASF in 2002, created also the African
Union, the successor of the AOU. (African Union, 2019)
3.1.2. The African Union Non-Aggression and Common Defence Pact, 2009
Adopted by the Assembly in 2005 and coming into force in 2009, the African Union NonAggression and Common Defence Pact (AUNACDP) states that all states have to take mutual
assistance towards their common defence and security against any act of aggression or threat
of aggression. (African Union Assembly, 2009, p. 8 (Article 4)) However, the treaty also
mentions that the Member States can collectively or individually
respond by all available means to aggression or threat of attack
against any member state. (African Union Assembly, 2009, p. 8 (
Article 4))
Article 4, paragraph D of the pact mentions that the Member States
should establish an African Army following the achievement of
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continental economic and political integration, using the implementation of the Common
African Defence and Security Policy, including the African Standby Force, as the foundational
basis of this Army. (African Union Assembly, 2009, p. 8 (Article 4))

4. The African Standby Force (ASF)
Source: Thielemans T, 2014.
Retrieved
from:
https://thielemanst.wordpress.com
/2014/12/01/the-african-searchfor-peace-and-security/

After the genocide in Rwanda in 1994 and the failure of the international community to
intervene, there was a growing sentiment among African states of a need to be ready to intervene
in case of a similar event would happen again. (Escorrega, 2011, p. 20) The first Assembly of
the African Union in 2002 adopted the Protocol Relating to the Establishment of the African
Standby Force and a Military Staff Committee as well as other instruments. Article 13 of the
Protocol provides that “…Such force (The African Standby Force) shall be composed of
standby multidisciplinary components with civilian and military components in their countries
of origin and ready for rapid deployment at an appropriate notice”.
(AU Peace and Security Department, 2010, p. 37)
The African Standby Force, when operating at full capacity, will
consist of five Regional Standby Capabilities; the AU body
responsible for the supervision and policy guidance of the ASF is
the AU Peace and Security Council. The main objective of the ASF
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is to be able to rapidly deploy Peacekeeping Forces when requested by AU or by the UN to the
AU. The ASF should be able to act on an AU or UN mandate to bridge the gap between the
eruption of violence/conflict and the deployment of UN forces on a more local level. (AU Peace
and Security Department, 2010, p. 37)
Figure 1: SCENARIOS AND TIMELINES FOR DEPLOYMENT
Scenario

Description

Deployment Requirement

1

AU/Regional military advice to a political mission

30 days

2

AU/Regional observer mission co-deployed with 30 days
UN Mission

3

Stand-alone AU/Regional observer mission

30 days

4

AU Peacekeeping force for Chapter VI of the 30 days
United Nations Charter and Preventive Deployment
Missions (and Peace Building)

5

AU

Peacekeeping

Force

for

complex 90 days with the military

multidimensional peacekeeping Missions including component
those involving low-level Spoilers
6

being

able

deploy in 30 days

AU intervention, e.g. genocide situations, where the 14 days with robust military
international community does not act promptly.

force

As one can see in Figure 1, there are six scenarios of deployment of the ASF. The AU Peace
and Security Council are responsible for recommending the Deployment of Peace Support
Operations. However, only the Summit (Assembly) can authorise Scenario 6 interventions. (AU
Peace and Security Department, 2010, p. 39)
The Mandate of the ASF includes:
(1) Intervening to restore peace and security;
(2) Preventative deployment to prevent crises from escalating,
stop the spread of violent conflict, or stem the resurgence
of violence;
(3) Conducting, observing and monitoring peacekeeping
missions and support Operations;
15
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(4) Providing humanitarian assistance in conflict areas. (Institute for Security Studies,
2015)
There are several challenges that are faced in cases of rapid deployment, listed below:
(1) Funding;
(2) Slow decision making, whether at member state-, REC/RM-, AU- or UN- level
(3) Lack of available equipment and personnel;
(4) Lack of training of contingents;
(5) Potential delays given that approval might be sought from the EU and UNSC before
deployment for the sake of international legitimacy;
(6) A lack of political will;
(7) Limited logistics and airlift capacity
(8) Lack of substantial intelligence gathering;(Institute for Security Studies, 2015)
4.1.

ECOWAS Standby Force

Members: Benin, Burkina Faso, Cape Verde, Côte d'Ivoire, Gambia, Ghana, Guinea Bissau,
Guinea, Liberia, Mali, Niger, Nigeria, Senegal, Sierra Leone, Togo,
The ECOWAS Standby Force (ESF) is a multidisciplinary, multinational standby force
composed of military, police and civil elements; this is consistent with Chapter VIII of the
United Nations Charter which provides for Regional Peace and Security arrangements. Within
the context of the region, it is covered by Article 21 of the ECOWAS Protocol Relating to the
Mechanism for Conflict Prevention, Management, Resolution, Peacekeeping and Security of
December 1999. (AU Peace and Security Department, 2010, p. 43)
In 2005, the ECOWAS P3 Development Partners which includes representatives of the AU,
EU, USA, UK, Canada, Denmark, France, Germany and the Netherlands, the UN Standby High
Readiness Brigade (SHIRBRIG) and the ECOWAS Mission
Planning Management Cell (MPMC) had a meeting where they
developed the operationalisation framework of the ESF. The Tash
Force is structured into two infantry battalions (Western and
Eastern) and a composite logistics battalion. Senegal leads the
Western Battalion while Nigeria leads the Eastern Battalion. (AU
Peace and Security Department, 2010, p. 43). The ESF Task Force
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should be ready to initially be rapidly deployed and mobilised quickly and then can be expanded
and developed into a fully functional main force.
4.1.1. Funding
The ESF, through the ECOWAS Peace Fund (EPF), is receiving funds from donors and partners
such as the African Development Bank (ADB), the African Peace Facility (APF), the European
Union, Canada, Italy, Greece, China. And Japan. The EPF is only getting 0.5% of the ECOWAS
annual budget. (AU Peace and Security Department, 2010, p. 45) The dependence of the ESF
in regards to funding from donors should come to mind when deciding the funding of the
African Army.
4.1.2. Strengths & Weaknesses
There are a strong solidarity and understanding between the members of ECOWAS, thus the
ESF has proven itself in its capacity to undertake positive actions in conflict prevention, peacemaking and conflict management in cases such as Liberia, Guinea Bissau, Sierra Leone and
Cote d’Ivoire. (AU Peace and Security Department, 2010, p. 45)
ECOWAS Standby Force’s weaknesses is that the civilian component is yet to be implemented.
Moreover, both the ESF and ESFTF Head Quarters are in Abuja, with more focus on the ESFTF
which gives a very weak ESF Planning Element. Also, there is lack of a proper airlift capability
in the region, and the different battalions of different background are not yet harmonised. In
addition, there is a lack of a formal Memorandum of Understanding between the states of
ECOWAS (AU Peace and Security Department, 2010, p. 45)
4.2.

North African Regional Capacity (NARC)

If created may include: Algeria, Egypt, Libya, Mauritania, Tunisia, and Western Sahara.
The NARC was created to fill a sub-regional vacuum in North Africa. This space had previously
been filled by the Arab Maghreb Union (AMU), a trade agreement aiming for economic and
future political unity among Arab countries of the Maghreb in
North Africa. Its members include Algeria, Libya, Mauritania,
Morocco and Tunisia; however, the AMU has been dormant since
its establishment in 1989. There was a need to create a regional
mechanism to enable the North African States to contribute to the
ASF; thus, in 2007, a Memorandum of Understanding was drafted
to create NARC. However, even though progress has been made
17
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in establishing a brigade force for North Africa, it stills lack behind from the other REC’s. (AU
Peace and Security Department, 2010, p. 45) This is due to bureaucratic and political difficulties
in the states of North Africa which is resulting in delaying the ratification of the NARC
Memorandum of Understanding. Furthermore, the situation with the inclusion of Western
Sahara in the NARC poses a challenge, since four of the other six members of NARC do not
recognise the Sahara Arab Democratic Republic as a legitimate state. Last but not least, the start
of the Arab Spring posed a major setback in the establishment of NARC. The demonstrations
and the change of governments in the states of North Africa led to a breakdown of the
negotiations and little process can be expected in the years ahead. (AU Peace and Security
Department, 2010, p. 46)
4.3.

ECCAS Standby Force (FOMAC)

Members include: Angola, Burundi, Cameroon, Central African Republic, Chad, Democratic
Republic of the Congo. Equatorial Guinea, Gabon Republic of the Congo, São Tomé and
Príncipe.
The ECCAS Standby Force, known by its French acronym FOMAC, was established in 2006
at the ECCAS Yaoundé Summit. FOMAC was established under the framework of the ECCAS’
Peace and Security Council (COPAX), which is the decision-making body of the ECCAS on
the issues of peace and security. The Force Multinationale de l’Afrique Centrale (FOMAC) is
the peace operations arm of the COPAX. (AU Peace and Security Department, 2010, p. 49)
Similar to ESF, FOMAC is composed of military, police and civilian elements from its Member
States and its mandate is to maintain and undertake peace, security and humanitarian missions.
FOMAC can be authorised to deploy either by ECCAS, the AU or the UN. (AU Peace and
Security Department, 2010, p. 51)
4.3.1. Challenges:
There is a lack of a formal Memorandum of Understanding between ECCAS and its Member
States which remain a big legal gap on its functioning. The only
legal framework is the Catalo 2010 of the Units document which
mentions that the Member States must pledge a force of 4800
personnel including police, military and civilians and six airlift
carriers. Furthermore, ECCAS has not developed a Rabid
Deployment Capability yet.
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There are also logistical challenges in FOMAC and COPAX. Normally, COPAX is the
responsible organ to authorise FOMAC in case of intervention. However, if an intervention to
an AU Member State involves the AU or the UN, the authorisation and support of FOMAC will
come directly from these organisations. Furthermore, FOMAC’s Logistic Base has not been
established yet because of logistical issues such as training coordination problems between its
member states and heavily dependence. Also, The COPAX will authorize the FOMAC in case
of intervention. However, in the case of an intervention involving the AU or the UN, the
authorization and support will come from these organizations. The leading partner of the
FOMAC is the European Union through the APF. (Ibid.)
4.4.

Eastern Africa Standby Force (EASF)

Members include: Burundi, Comoros, Djibouti, Ethiopia, Kenya, Rwanda, Seychelles, Somalia,
Sudan and Uganda.
The Memorandum of Understanding for EASF was signed on 11 April 2005 and came into
force on 11 May of the same year. Since there is an absence of a REC for the region, the
members of EASF met on the 28th of January 2007, and authorised the creation of an
Independent Coordination Mechanism (EASBRICOM) to serve as the Secretariat for the EASF.
(AU Peace and Security Department, 2010, p. 41)
The EASF Headquarters are located in Nairobi, Kenya and serve to prepare the Standby Brigade
in liaison with the Planning Element. It’s composed of military and civilian personnel
contributed by the member states. The Planning Element (PLANELM) is also located in
Nairobi, and serves as a multi-national and multi-dimensional full-time planning headquarters
of EASF. The military, police and civilian components of EASF Standby Force are fully
operationalised. (AU Peace and Security Department, 2010, p. 41)
4.4.1. Strengths, Challenges and Weakness
The EASF HQ is very well structured with all its Member States being represented equally.
However, due to some severe regional and internal tensions related
to conflicts in the Member States, piracy in Somalia, a lack of
funds to support all of the EASF activities, the Member States not
contributing enough manpower, constraints in political, diplomatic
and military regional cohesion, and coordination problems pose
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some severe problems in the functioning of EASF. (AU Peace and Security Department, 2010,
p. 42)
Furthermore, another challenge of the EASF Standby Force is that both the Memorandum of
Understanding and the framework for the Member States to contribute forces are non-binding.
Moreover, there is a lack of communication between the AU and EASF. Also, the Brigade HQ
is understaffed because the Member States do not contribute enough personnel. (AU Peace and
Security Department, 2010, p. 42)
4.5.

SADC Standby Force (SSF)

Members Include: Angola, Botswana, Lesotho, Madagascar, Malawi, Mauritius, Mozambique.
Namibia, South Africa, Swaziland, Tanzania, Zambia, Zimbabwe,
The SSF came into force on 17th August 2007 in Lusaka, Zambia and composes of military and
police elements, whereas the civilian component was established later. The SSF mission
scenarios are in line with the AU’s scenarios and timelines for deployment. In institutional
terms, the PLANELM of the SSF has been established with the military, police and civilian
components, but is experiencing shortfalls in staffing. This is due to a policy of self-reliance,
and so consequently the SSF has fewer partners than other REC’s. (AU Peace and Security
Department, 2010, p. 48)
4.5.1. Challenges:
Some of the difficulties of SSF include political tensions in the region, problems with the
command, control of the brigade force and communication between the Member States, the
evolution of standard or specialized battle procedures, lack of common training doctrines,
interoperability of equipment and language barriers. Furthermore, although its Member States
will have to increase the contribution to the SADC Peace Fund, SADC will require external
support for some of the costs. Also, another problem in the functioning of SSF is the shortage
of capacity in the majority of member states like a lack of airlift capacity, a lack of engineering
support and a lack of storage essentials and training. (AU Peace
and Security Department, 2010, p. 49)
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5. Discussion of the Topic
5.1.

Creating the African Army

The African Standby Force, although being an
excellent initiative by the African States, has serious
problems that prevent it from functioning correctly.
One of the most notable supporters for creating an
AU Army is the African Unification Front (AUF),
an African political organisation that promotes the
political, military and economic integration of the
AU States. Another approach included the creation
of the African Army as a part of a greater United
States of Africa through a federated system, which
was strongly supported by the former Libyan leader
Colonel Gaddafi. (Reuters, 2010)

Source: DefenceWeb, 2011. Retrieved
from:
https://www.defenceweb.co.za/joint/di
plomacy-a-peace/african-union-tosend-3-000-more-peacekeepers-tosomalia/

The AUF set several conditions that have to be implemented to create the African Army.
According to AUF, all national armies must be disbanded, and the member states should be
forbidden from buying weapons. Moreover, no country will be able to manufacture weapons
without the authorisation of the African Union Commission and the Pan-African Parliament.
Any military equipment such as hardware, bases etc. will belong only to the AU. Also, the AUF
suggests that no army units will be allowed inside Member States’ capital cities unless the
capital cities are under threat of military occupation by a hostile foreign power, or in the course
of assisting the public in the event of an environmental or humanitarian disaster. The AUF
believes that through creating an African Army, and by adopting the rules mentioned above,
the Union will be able to prevent military coups and warfare in Africa since the only legitimate
actor that will be responsible for the military forces will be the African Union. (African
Unification Front, n.d.)
When creating an AU Army, a lot has to be taken into
consideration. First and most important is the funding. As
mentioned above, most of the ASF budget comes from external
partners. The REC’s that are more independent when it comes to
external budget support, lack severe issues in operating. The recent
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AU peacekeeping successes in Somalia and Congo were both funded by Western powers – a
situation that may not be ideal but is mostly accepted as a practical reality by the international
community. (Jancinto, 2013) Secondly, the African Union must find solutions to the operational
and resource problems of the ASF, so those problems not to repeat themselves when creating
the African Army.
To build an African Army, firstly a doctrine must be defined. During the security summit in
Paris on December 2013, representatives of 53 African states stressed the need to create a
military force under the “Pan-Africanism” doctrine. The idea, which had been prominent during
the Cold War, was to build a permanent Pan-African military force. However, the plan was
never implemented, and instead, the African Standby Force was created in its place. Given the
ASF’s regional basis, this calls to question the AU’s capacity as an international body to even
create an army. The French military intervention in Mali and the Central African Republic have
exposed the challenges confronting African solutions to the continent’s problems. (Jancinto,
2013) This sentiment is exemplified by a speech given during the Africa-France Summit on
Peace and Security in Paris in 2013, where Guinean President Alpha Condé stated that
“although we are very grateful to France [for its interventions] it was still a humiliation for
Africa because 50 years after independence, we have not been able to solve our own problems.”
(Jancinto, 2013)
The African Unification Front also suggests that the doctrine of the new African Army should
come through the Pan-Africanism. Most specifically, it mentions that foreign military
organisations such as NATO, the Russian Army and the European powers must be treated as a
military threat to Africa as they pose a severe problem in the implementation of PanAfricanism. (African Unification Front, n.d.)
As mentioned before, in 2010, Libya’s leader Colonel Gaddafi had ambitions to create an active
African Army through the United States of Africa initiative. Most, specifically, Gaddafi called
for all African nations to unite their forces to develop an army of
one-million personnel in order pressure the external powers in
Africa like NATO and China to abandon the continent. According
to Gaddafi, this African Army would guard the maritime and land
borders to protect Africa’s independence. Although many states
supported Colonel Gaddafi usually the larger and more
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independent economies of Africa were sceptical and did not want to cede sovereignty to an
African bloc only a few decades after wresting it from their colonial rulers. (Reuters, 2010)
5.2.

Military cooperation

The AU needs to strengthen the military cooperation between the Member States. To do so, it
can draw some inspiration from North Atlantic Treaty Organisation (NATO), which has been
a partner since 2005. (NATO, 2019)
One initiative the African Union have to consider is adopting an article similar to Article 5 of
the North Atlantic Treaty. Article 5 concerns the ‘collective defence’ principle which NATO
works under. Specifically, Article 5 mentions that:
“The Parties agree that an armed attack against one or more of them in Europe or North America
shall be considered an attack against them all and consequently they agree that, if such an armed
attack occurs, each of them, in exercise of the right of individual or collective self-defence
recognized by Article 51 of the Charter of the United Nations, will assist the Party or Parties so
attacked by taking forthwith, individually and in concert with the other Parties, such action as
it deems necessary, including the use of armed force, to restore and maintain the security of the
North Atlantic area. Any such armed attack and all measures taken as a result thereof shall
immediately be reported to the Security Council. Such measures shall be terminated when the
Security Council has taken the measures necessary to restore and maintain international peace
and security.” (NATO, 2018)
An initiative similar to Article 5 of NATO could help AU states to not only in a scenario of a
foreign military attack but also in a situation of an asymmetric civil war outbreak.. However,
Article 5 does not mention what happens when two or more members of the alliance come to
armed conflict between them, which is something that the AU should address if deciding to
adopt a Collective Defence initiative.
Another initiative that the African Union can benefit from NATO is the ‘Connected Forces
Initiative (CFI)’. The CFI’s goal is to enhance the high level of
interconnectedness and interoperability of Allied forces have
achieved on operations and with partners. It includes several
elements such as education, training, exercise and evaluation
programmes with the shared use of cutting-edge technology to
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ensure that Allied forces are familiar and used to cooperatively engagement in the future.
(NATO, 2016)
The African Union has to find an effective way to harmonise the pre-existing armed forces’
different military equipment, logistics, command and control methods, the differences in
doctrines and resource shortfalls. That is why the AU should consider setting up a “Connected
Forces Initiative” adapted to African realities. (El Bikam, Kourouma, & Afang Ndong, 2017,
p. 8)
5.3.

New Threats – new responses?

The ASF has been characterised as a ‘product of the 1990’s’. The question is if the the rapidly
deployable light multinational brigades is still necessary to the security problems of today’s
Africa. Managing crises involving actual combat against organisations like AQIM or Boko
Haram requires sophisticated technology, good intelligence (collection of information) a
mixture of fixed- and rotary-wing airpower and highly trained Special Forces. For the African
Union to manage crises requires significant numbers of well-trained personnel for extended
periods. None of these capabilities is self-evidently covered in the concepts for the ASF or the
organisations of the Regional Brigades. (Chuter & Gaub, 2016, p. 39) The African Union tried
to confront the rise of transnational and intra-state threats and conflicts by creating the African
Capacity for Immediate Response to Crises in 2013. However, it is not operational yet, and it
has been criticised by think tanks such as the European Institute for Security Studies of
undermining the ASF and national forces. (Chuter & Gaub, 2016, p. 39) Some believe the
solution for the African army to acquire the necessary capabilities (such as training, mentoring,
equipment etc.)is through bilateral cooperation with external European, American or Asian
partners. (Chuter & Gaub, 2016, p. 39)
Increasingly, African states see themselves needing not forces for stabilisation and ‘peace’ but
instead forces capable of performing well in combat against a variety of new threats, usually
internal or transnational. (Chuter & Gaub, 2016, p. 39) Last but
not least, creating a modern and operational African Army will
take a lot of political will and strong negotiations from the African
Leaders.
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6. Questions a Resolution should Answer
(1) Should the AU create an African Army? What would this Army consist of? What will
be its mandate? How will it be funded? How will it function? What will its official name
be?
(2) Should the African Army have a defensive and/or offensive mandate?
(3) How many personnel should the African Army include? Where will they come from?
How will they be trained?
(4) How will the African Army overcome the problems the African Standby Force has?
(5) How should the African Army differ from the ASF and the ACIRC?
(6) What will be the future of the African Standby Force, the Rabid Deployment Capability
and the African Capacity for Immediate Response to Crises?
(7) Should the African Army be based on Pan-Africanism?
(8) What should the relationship between the African Army and AU external partners be?
Which body of the AU will control the AU Army?
(9) How many troops will the states contribute to the army?
(10)

What will be the future of the national armies?

(11)

Should the AU follow an example similar to NATO? (Collective Defence,

Article 5, etc.) How could this be adapted to the African context?
(12)

Should the AU also create a common navy, air force and special forces division?

(13)

Should the AU create the African Army gradually and in different phases or

create it more abruptly?
(14)

Should the AU, when considering the creation of an African Army, take into

consideration the previous initiatives that were proposed?
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7. Figures

Figure 2: Peace Missions in Africa
Source: (Chuter & Gaub, 2016, p. 8)
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Figure 3: Overview of Countries
and their armed forces
Source: (Chuter & Gaub, 2016, p.
14)
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8. Further Readings
•

http://www.africanfront.org/defense.php - Information about the African Unification
Front and its plan for creating an African Army. IMPORTANT: Please read all

•

https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/10246029.2006.9627617 - The history
of the evolution of the Pan-African Army. You may want to discuss previous initiatives
with the rest of the committee. IMPORTANT: Please read all (Note: This article is only
available through purchase; a copy of the article will be sent to you by email)

•

https://issafrica.org/iss-today/is-the-african-standby-force-any-closer-to-beingdeployed - Please Read All. Information About the deployment of the ASF

•

https://www.nato.int/cps/en/natohq/topics_98527.htm Read Key CFI Elements and
Evolutions sections.

•

https://www.aljazeera.com/news/2019/02/african-union-fulfilling-mandate190210082945436.html - Information about AU’s mandate. Read “Security” section.

•

http://www.peaceau.org/en/page/82-african-standby-force-asf-amani-africa-1Functions of the ASF. Please Read All

•

https://au.int/sites/default/files/treaties/7788-treaty-0031_-_african_union_nonaggression_and_common_defence_pact_e.pdf - The African Union Non-Aggression
and Common Defence Pact. Please read the full treaty

•

https://thielemanst.wordpress.com/2014/12/01/the-african-search-for-peace-andsecurity/ -The African search for peace and security. Please Read All

•

https://scholar.harvard.edu/files/jasonwarner/files/warner_2015_asf_v_acirc_final_pro
of_from_february_2015.pdf Information about the The African Standby Force, the
African Capacity for Immediate Response to Crises, and the Future of Rapid Reaction
Forces in Africa Please Read All

•

http://www.peaceau.org/en/resource/documents?idtype=7
–

Peace

and

Security

Council

Resolutions

&

Communiqués
•

https://au.int/en/treaties/1158 - AU Assembly Treaties on
Peace and Security
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https://au.int/decisions/assembly - AU Assembly Decisions
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Topic B: Post-secession peacebuilding in Sudan
1. Introduction
Sudan has received much media attention
due to turmoil for many years. The young
country has seen regime change after
regime change, countless deaths, political
turmoil, suffering, poverty, and brutal
regimes.
In April of this year, the country’s
president, Omar Hassan Ahmad al-Bashir, a
ruthless ruler accused of war crimes and
genocide, was removed from power in a
military coup. Since then, a transitional
government has been created, which was
finalized in August, but peace and prosperity have not
yet arrived. The new regime is still facing unresolved

Source: Din Sabr et al, 2019. Retrieved
from:
https://www.britannica.com/place/Sud
an

conflict, economic grievances, and open discussions
with various groups and international actors about unresolved questions of South Sudan’s
secession, as well as peace negotiations. While the International Criminal Court (ICC) has put
out warrants for the arrest of al-Bashir, he has not yet been extradited to The Hague, and he
remains in Sudan (Al Jazeera, 2019c).
During HamMUN 2019, the Assembly of the African Union will come together to discuss the
AU’s role in the future of the country. With so much change in recent months, the GA needs to
reassess how it will move forward in supporting the country in turmoil.
The following section of the study guide will give an overview of
the situation. Going through the historic developments, we will
shed light on the central issues and recurrent themes that make up
current discussions. The more recent developments and regime
change are the main source of the instability present in the region
today. Furthermore, past international efforts, Sudan’s external
relations, as well as topics that need to be taken into consideration
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for any future plans will also be described. Last but not least, some open questions that should
be answered in a resolution are mentioned.

2. Brief history of Sudan
Sudan and South Sudan are both relatively young countries. As a united country, Sudan gained
independence in 1956, with South Sudan seceding from Sudan in 2011 (Spaulding & el Din
Sabr, 2019). Since the end of colonial rule in the 1950’s, the country has seen extensive conflict
and war, and many regime changes.
In the following section, you will be given a brief overview of the history of the country. Its
independence from Britain will be the starting point, as the history prior to that point is less
relevant for the topic at hand.
2.1.

Background

Before independence, what is now Sudan was under Ottoman-Egyptian rule, and after it
revolted against these rulers in 1881, under British-Egyptian rule. (BBC, 2019a) Since
independence in 1956, the Sudanese people have been suffering under civil wars for most of
the decades that have passed. (Sorbo, n. d., p. 1) The only short period of peace was between
1972 and 1983, and which will be elaborated upon below. The civil wars have had a number of
contributing factors, which are often interrelated. The tensions of the civil war extend past the
borders of Sudan, reaching into the neighbouring countries Chad, Eritrea and Uganda.
Civil war first broke out in 1955, shortly before the country’s independence. Most of the violent
confrontations took place in the south with sporadic incidents in the north. As with many civil
wars, ethnic tensions first gave rise to violence. A non-Muslim majority in the south, comprised
of Christian and animist persons, feared the Muslim majority in the north would seize all
political power as soon as the country became independent (Gascoigne, n. d.). This was also
the beginning of insurgent groups in a southern region fighting for independence. The war
lasted until 1972, when the Addis Ababa Agreement temporarily ended the conflict. This was
a deal negotiated between the government and the joint movement
of southern Sudanese rebels, where the former granted regional
autonomy to southern districts and the latter promised to end
hostilities (Spaulding & el Din Sabr, 2019).
Over the years leading up to the Addis Ababa agreement, two main
conflicts emerged: a conflict within the north surrounding the
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question of religion and of economic model, and the conflict between the north and the south
(Gascoigne, n. d.).
Since Sudan’s independence, the extent of Islamic influence in government was a source of
conflict. The northern Muslim majority wished to integrate Sharia Law into the country’s
constitution and create a fundamentalist Islamic state (Gascoigne n. d.). In addition, Islam was
to be extended into the cultural and public sectors of life (Spaulding & el Din Sabr, 2019). The
non-Muslim majority of the south as well as secular Muslims in the north opposed these
ambitions (Gascoigne, n. d.).
During the first civil war, several groups were in power. What started out with military rule
from 1958 to 1964 transitioned into a Muslim-dominated government which banned the
communist party. In 1969, following a left-wing coup, Gaafar Mohamed el-Nimeri, an army
general, became the head of a single-party socialist government. He identified himself with the
international socialist bloc and was the president to sign the Addis Ababa Agreement
(Gascoigne, n. d.). In doing so, this new ruler managed to end the civil war in 1972 by granting
internal independence to a region of South Sudan in exchange for southern Sudanese rebel
leaders ending violence.
During the years that south Sudan had regional autonomy, the region saw slower economic
development than the north, and economic disparities became an additional source of conflict
(Spaulding & el Din Sabr, 2019). The central government was able to invest resources that
previously went to the civil war to development projects. Compared to the north, the south
remained underdeveloped and poverty-stricken. This has remained relevant until today, as the
governments of Sudan and South Sudan still disagree on the rightful distribution of export
profits, and Sudan implements influence the South Sudanese economy, which will be elaborated
later.
2.2.

The Sharia Law

Despite southern rebel leaders having promised to end hostilities
in the Addis Ababa Agreement, violence erupted once again in the
early 1980’s. This led president el-Nimeri to reverse the
Agreement, and the southern regions were once again under
central administration. In addition, wanting to appease to the
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growing involvement of the Muslim Brotherhood in the north of Sudan, amended Sudanese law
to base it on the Sharia (Gascoigne, n. d.).
Subsequently, civil unrest dramatically increased in the South (Ibid.). Civil war broke out once
again in 1983, and the Head of State was removed from power through a coup, executed by
General ‘Abd al-Rahman Siwar al-Dahab, el-Nimeri’s previous Chief of Staff, in 1985
(Spaulding & el Din Sabr, 2019). Elections were held in the same year, but they led to an
impasse and several unsuccessful attempts at coalitions. This continued for four years.
2.3.

al-Bashir Government

In 1989, through military intervention, Omar Hassan Ahmad al-Bashir, an army general
affiliated with the Muslim political faction, seized power. (Spaulding & el Din Sabr, 2019) His
presidency was confirmed in elections in 1996, 2000 and 2010, despite him implementing
measures to suppress political liberties, ban trade unions, and dismantle the independent press
and judiciary. Al-Bashir was aware that his measures would not be popular among the educated
elites of the north, who were notorious for organizing populist unrest, so the regime imprisoned
political opponents without distinction. (Spaulding & el Din Sabr, 2019)
Over the years, al-Bashir successfully held on to power with the support of the Muslim political
front, political oppression and a fine-tuned security system (Spaulding & el Din Sabr, 2019).
In 1998, al-Bashir introduced a new constitution, which made Sharia Law the pillar of all
national laws and regulations (Spaulding & el Din Sabr, 2019). This constitution remained valid
until the Comprehensive Peace Agreement in 2005. This coincided with efforts from al-Bashir’s
regime visibly trying to compromise with the dissenting population during the late 1990’s in an
attempt to gain popularity (Gascoigne, n. d.). For example, the same year the new constitution
was introduced, al-Bashir’s regime came to an agreement with the SPLA that a referendum on
self-determination would be held (on a date to be determined later). In 1999, oppositional
political parties were once again legally allowed to exist. However, it was evident that alBashir’s intention was not a transition towards democracy: in
1999, just days before the parliament was to vote on a proposal
limiting the president’s powers, he declared a state of emergency,
effectively preventing the vote from taking place.
1999 was a significant year for Sudan for another reason: the
country started exporting oil (el Din Sabr, 2019). Oil revenue was
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to become a major source of income for Sudan and later South Sudan. While most of the oil
reserves are in what is now South Sudanese territory, the transportation infrastructure (including
pipelines) run through the North, and to this day the sharing of oil revenue is a disputed issue
between the states.
2.4.

The Darfur Conflict

In 2003, insurgents, made up of various ethnic groups, rebelled and tensions rose, accusing alBashir’s regime of discrimination against them (Lederer, 2019). Allegedly, the government
armed Muslims and ethnically Arabic tribes, which engaged in violent confrontations with the
insurgents. The regime denied these claims. Despite being called the 'Darfur conflict', violent
protests and hostilities by insurgent groups took place all over the country, most notably in the
Blue Nile region and the South Kordofan states.
The army was also involved in the conflict. Initially, in 2004, it was mainly attempting to quell
uprisings in western Darfur, causing hundreds of thousands to flee to Chad (BBC, 2019a).
Besides the army, there is also the Janjaweed militia, whose members belong to Sudanese Arab
tribes which are supportive of the regime, and who have been accused of massacring the nonArab residents of Darfur. Colin Powell, US Secretary of State at the time, described these
systematic killings as genocide. At the same time, the persecution of political opposition
continued, and at one point, several army officers and even an Islamist leader are arrested due
to suspicions they were plotting a coup (BBC, 2019a).
The International Criminal Court (ICC) issued two arrest warrants for Omar al-Bashir, one in
2009, the second in 2010 (International Criminal Court, n. d.). The ICC found that, starting in
2003, during a non-international armed conflict, there are reasonable grounds to believe that
the government committed war crimes, crimes against humanity, and genocide. Government
forces, notably the army and the Janjaweed militia, conducted attacks against organized armed
groups in the country, particularly the Justice and Equality Movement (JEM) and the Sudanese
Liberation Movement and Army (SLMA). In addition, the
government forces conducted pillages of civilian towns and
villages, including practices such as rape, torture, and deliberate
contamination of water sources. The victims of these attacks were
mainly the Fur, Masalit and Zaghawa groups. The pre-trial
chamber of the ICC considers al-Bashir, as head of the government
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and commander-in-chief, to be ultimately responsible for the organization and execution of the
crimes. It also believes that al-Bashir intended to destroy the above-mentioned groups, leading
to the charge of genocide (ibid.)
2.5.

Independence of South Sudan

As mentioned above, the conflict between the northern and southern regions of Sudan was
present ever since the country's independence, with the South aiming to secede and gain
independence. The southern region briefly had internal autonomous status during the 1970's,
however this proved to be short-lived and by 1983 the South was once again governed by
Sudan’s central government (Gascoigne, n. d.).
The 1990's and early 2000's saw numerous attempts at peace, including discussions, agreements
and cease-fires (el Din Sabr, 2019). They were the basis for the Comprehensive Peace
Agreement (CPA), which was to be signed by the government and rebel groups in 2005. With
this, the parties agreed to a new national constitution, in which they were to share power,
distribute wealth and provide security. The agreement also included an even distribution of
parliamentary seats, sharing of offices of state, special status for disputed border regions, and
the sharing of oil revenues. Most importantly, the CPA gave the southern region administrative
rights and promised a referendum on independence in six years, meaning 2011 at the latest. In
addition, Sharia law would not apply to non-Muslims.
With high hopes, many refugees that had fled to neighbouring countries in the turmoil returned
to the southern region (el Din Sabr, 2019). This created extra difficulties for the South Sudanese
government, which struggled with few resources and low economic development. South Sudan
received substantial aid from NGOs and the UN during this time, and ultimately the region
became dependent on this aid.
The referendum on South Sudanese independence lasted one week and began in January 2011
(el Din Sabr, 2019). The final results were announced in February, and they showed that 99%
of the South Sudanese population had voted in favour of secession.
The referendum excluded the disputed Abyei region, and a second
referendum was supposed to be held to determine whether the
region would belong to the Sudan or South Sudan. However, this
referendum has been postponed indefinitely, and the region
remains contested to this day.
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Furthermore, the vote did not lead to peace in South Sudan (el Din Sabr, 2019). The government
of South Sudan was considered one-sided by other groups and oppositional political parties in
the region: it was dominated by the political wing of the SPLA, the Southern People's Liberation
Movement (SPLM), whose founding member Salva Kiir had been elected as president of the
semi-autonomous region in 2010. A new constitution that was drafted would have prolonged
the term of president of the semi-autonomous region as president of South Sudan, and also
claimed the Abyei region as part of its own. Consequently, the draft was criticized by both the
population of South Sudan and the Sudanese government. Besides disagreeing about the
constitutional draft, the two governments could not agree on the distribution of oil wealth and
collective debt or border settlements.
Before the country of South Sudan became officially independent in July of 2011, because of
these issues, conflict between the Sudanese government and the new South Sudanese
government broke out again, and the resulting humanitarian crisis is going on until this day (el
Din Sabr, 2019). In May 2011, following an attack on northern troops, which was not
orchestrated by the South Sudanese government, the Sudanese government under al-Bashir
invaded the disputed region of Abyei and claimed the region as part of Sudan. The South
Sudanese government reacted by continuing negotiations with the al-Bashir regime, and a
demilitarized zone and joint administration were settled in the summer.
South Sudan became independent on July 9th, 2011, was admitted to the United Nations on
July 14th and to the African Union on July 27th.

3. Recent developments
After South Sudan's independence, al-Bashir still faced opposition from politicians and
civilians in the country. In 2013, protests erupted because of economic hardship. These
continued for years until, in 2019, al-Bashir was removed from power through a military coup.
He was brought to trial in Sudan, but there are also two arrests warrants out for him by the
International Criminal Court. In Sudan, a transitional government
is now in place.
3.1.

Demonstrations since 2013

Protests first began in 2013 following subsidy cuts to fuel and gas
(Abbas 2019). Security forces repressed the protests, arresting
hundreds of protesters and shooting over 200. Because of the
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large-scale repression, people opted to organize resistance on a smaller scale, working in
smaller neighbourhood circles. From 2013 to 2016, these smaller groups were loosely united
under the so-called Sudanese Resistance Committee. This committee later became an organized
entity with an elected leadership and with widespread online presence. Demonstrations and
organized resistance continued (and continued to be repressed) for the years that followed.
The demonstrations which would ultimately lead to the ousting of al-Bashir began in December
2018, and weren't targeted towards the
end of the regime, but were held against
the rising bread prices that followed
after subsidies were removed by the
government (BBC, 2019a). However,
the population began to protest against
other measures implemented by the alBashir regime, notably the treatment of
political opponents and other human rights violations. By
February, protestors called for al-Bashir to step down, for him
to be prosecuted and for justice (Osman & Bearak, 2019).
al-Bashir declared a state of emergency in February 2019,
dissolving central and state governments, and appointing

Image: Demonstrations in
Sudan
Source: TRTWORLD, 2019
Reitrived
from:
https://www.trtworld.com/afri
ca/sudanese-protesters-clashwith-security-forces-outsidebashir-s-compound-25607

members of the military to government positions (BBC, 2019a). He also dissolved the cabinet
and let regional governors go, in addition to banning unauthorized protests, hoping that this
would end the protests. However, neighbourhood marches continued, with mobilisation also
taking place discreetly on Telegram and Facebook (Abbas, 2019).
3.2.

The Declaration of Freedom and Change (DFC)

During this wave of protests, a plan called the Declaration for Freedom and Change (DFC) was
developed to determine the steps after the removal of al-Bashir
(The Sudan Tribune, 2019a). It was later developed by the various
oppositional groups participating in the protests into a political
charter, called the Freedom and Change Charter (FCC). It detailed
the length of the transitional period, what the tasks of a transitional
government were and who would participate. Respect for human
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rights, transitional justice and an economic program to eliminate poverty were also part of the
FCC, and it soon spread among civil society and political groups.
3.3.

Sudanese coup d'état (April 2019)

In early April, the Sudanese military entered the compound where the Ministry of Defence, the
army headquarters and the presidential residence was. (BBC, 2019b) At the same time, they
made public statements on national TV and radio to announce the coup. In the statement, the
former defence minister Awad Ibn Auf announced that the current regime had been removed
from power and al-Bashir detained, the constitution removed, and a state of emergency lasting
three months had been established. He said that the military would supervise the creation and
running of a transitional government, which would then be followed by elections. He also
apologized for the murders and promised justice. Last but not least, it was also announced that
all political prisoners were to be released.
The initial joy that members of the population expressed was short-lived (BBC, 2019b).
Protestors quickly expressed concern over the ties between the military leaders and the former
regime, and argued that the only acceptable regime was to be a civilian one. Heads of the
oppositional movement urged protestors to remain on the streets, despite a curfew.
3.4.

Transitional Military Council (TMC) 2019

Violent protests continued, which delayed peace negotiations until July this year (UN News,
2019). Over 100 civilians lost their lives, showing no change from the time before the coup
(Abdelaziz, 2019). The movement and protesters alike feared that the military regime would
not keep its promise of elections and instead instate another authoritarian regime (Al Jazeera,
2019a).
One of the most violent confrontations took place in June 2019 in the capital Khartoum, where
military forces cracked down on a protest, allegedly killing over 100 people, robbing protestors
and raping women (Al Jazeera, 2019a). In response to this, Sudan's membership to the African
Union was temporarily suspended (The Sudan Tribune, 2019b);
the suspension was lifted on September 6th.
In addition, some factions of the oppositional movement have
refused to engage in peace negotiations with the transitional
government (Lederer, 2019). Protestors felt that the TMC was
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making promises but failing to fulfil them later on and refusing to let go of power (Al Jazeera,
2019a).
3.5.

TMC–FFC Political Agreement (July 2019)

After multiple rounds of failed negotiations, the oppositional movement and the TMC came to
an agreement in early July (Al Jazeera, 2019a). The agreement was mediated with the help of
the African Union, Ethiopia and the regional Inter-Governmental Authority on Development, a
trade bloc in eastern Africa of which Sudan is a member (United Nations, 2019). The two sides
decided to share power for the following three years, after which elections will take place. A
council was to be established, on which both military and oppositional members would sit (Al
Jazeera 2019a), and a political charter was signed on July 17th (Dabanga, 2019). This
agreement was welcomed by the population, who took to the streets to celebrate (Abdelaziz,
2019).
3.6.

Constitutional Declaration and new government

After the parties came to an agreement, the mediators urged the Transitional Military Council
to sign a Constitutional Declaration as quickly as possible (Dabanga, 2019). African Union
mediator Mohamed Lebatt stated, “[c]ompleting the Constitutional Declaration will open the
door to peace, solve the problems of the margin, and address the economic and living crises,
calling on the negotiating parties to speed up agreement for the national interest.” (Ibid.)
The Constitutional Declaration was first initialled in early August, and the final signing took
place on August 17th (Abdelaziz, 2019). The members of the newly established shared
sovereign council were announced on August 18th, the prime minister on August 20th, and the
cabinet on August 28th. The task at hand is for both bodies to appoint a legislative assembly of
300 members that will serve during the transitional period, and which gives the oppositional
coalition 67% of the seats.
The sovereign council, which was announced on August 18th, was sworn in on August 21st. It
is composed of five members of the military and six civilians
(United Nations, 2019). The new cabinet was sworn in in early
September, led by the new Prime Minister, Abdallah Hamdouk (Al
Jazeera, 2019b). The cabinet has 18 members, including four
women. Hamdouk is a former member of the United Nations
Economic Commission for Africa and a well-known economist
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(United Nations, 2019). With this move, the Transitional Military Council was officially
dissolved. His tasks are to end unresolved conflicts, bring stability to the country, and to engage
in conversation with the various armed groups.
3.7.

Trial of al-Bashir

When investigators entered al-Bashir’s property after he was removed from office, they found
over $130 million in a room for which only al-Bashir had the key (Al Jazeera, 2019c). Since
then, an investigation has been opened against him on the grounds of embezzlement and
corruption. The first hearing of the trial took place in early September in Khartoum. The state
is investigating accusations of bribery, of accepting unofficial gifts, and of accepting gifts
unofficially. Al-Bashir could receive a prison sentence of up to 10 years in Sudan. Critics note
that the accusations made by the International Criminal Court are not being addressed locally,
nor is al-Bashir being extradited to The Hague.

4. International efforts and relations
International actors have been on the ground or indirectly influenced the Sudanese conflict,
based on interests, relations with Sudan, or mandates. The most important actors will be
discussed in the following section.
4.1.

United Nations–African Union Mission in Darfur (UNAMID)

The United Nations-African Union Mission in
Darfur (UNAMID) was established in 2007 by a
UN Security Council Resolution 1769 (BBC,
2019a). Originally, the resolution called for 26.000
Blue Helmets to be sent to the country. At the time,
the al-Bashir government assured its cooperation.
The relationship with the government became
tense

quickly,

when

the

mission started investigating
reports

of

government

Source: United Nations, 2019
Retrieved
from:
https://unamid.unmissions.or
g/activities

violence (Al Jazeera, 2014).
Al-Bashir asked the troops to leave in 2014, to which the UN
responded it would not “bow down” to such a request while the
conflict was visibly worsening. The mission has struggled to fulfil
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its mandate of assuring security, and troops have been subject to attacks by armed groups (CIA,
n. d.).
In 2018, it was decided by the United Nations that the number of troops would be dramatically
reduced because the number of incidences of fighting had decreased and the security conditions
improved (Lederer, 2019). The end of the mission was set to June 30th, 2020.
In June of this year, however, the UN Security Council voted unanimously to extend the
mandate and to stop further withdrawal of UNAMID troops (Ibid.). The mandate for the mission
in its current state was extended until October 31st, 2019, and in addition, the UN and AU are
to give recommendations on the future of the mission by September 30th. This is a reaction to
the current political crisis and concern expressed by UN officials that tension, notably between
land workers and rebels, is increasing. Clashes between UNAMID troops and armed groups
continue (United Nations, 2019). The African Union has stated that the security situation in the
Western region “remains volatile” (Scoop, 2019). Other voices within the UN consider current
developments in Khartoum to be positive, and that the timeline could be revisited after the
withdrawal pause has elapsed by end of October (United Nations, 2019).
During a meeting in August, Sudanese officials requested the UN Security Council that all
UNAMID troops would be withdrawn by June 2020 (United Nations, 2019). It also requested
that the delay in troop withdrawals be revoked (Scoop, 2019).
The UN has affirmed that the mission is working on a plan to hand over facilities to the
Sudanese regime (United Nations, 2019). It has also emphasized that the mission is
continuously providing support in the transition, notably in the areas of livelihood, human
rights, rule of law, and service delivery.
4.2.

United Nations Development Assistance Framework 2018 – 2021 (Sudan)

The UN Development Assistance Framework (UNDAF) is a program in which, together with
beneficiary countries, the UN Office creates strategies for national development in
consideration of national policies, goals, and priorities (United
Nations in Sudan, 2019).
In the case of Sudan, the process for a Sudanese UNDAF was
started in 2015 (United Nations in Sudan, 2019). The Sudanese
government, the UN Country Office, and 20 UN entities active in
Sudan worked out the details of the plan. In April 2017, the
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government of Sudan under al-Bashir and the United Nations signed the UN Development
Assistance Framework.
The program is worth $1.4 billion, and its execution is planned over four years (United Nations
Development Fund, 2017). It focuses on “(i) economic development and poverty reduction; (ii)
environment, climate resilience and disaster risk management; (iii) social services; (iv)
governance, rule of law and institutional capacity development; and (v) community
stabilization.” (ibid.)
4.3.

African Union Involvement

The African Union has been involved in various ways to attempt to deal with the crisis. In
contrast to its predecessor, the Organization of African Unity, the African Union implemented
the intention to take a more active interventionist role in conflicts in its charter (Agena, 2011,
p. 22). The first realization of this intention was the establishment of the Peace and Security
Council in 2004 (Agena, 2011, p. 23). This Council was responsible for early intervention.
The African Union also initiated a number of negotiations between the Sudanese government
and rebel groups (ibid.). They resulted in four agreements: the Abeche Ceasefire Agreement
(2003), the N’Djamena Ceasefire Humanitarian Agreement (2004), the Addis Ababa peace
talks (2004) and the Darfur Peace Agreement (2006), which were all attempts at achieving
lasting ceasefire.
As part of the N’Djamena Agreement, the African Union implemented the African Union
Mission in Sudan (AMIS) (Agena, 2011, p. 27). The 150 troop-strong mission was mandated
to monitor the implementation of the N’Djamena Agreement, to protect the civilian population
and to facilitate aid delivery. The AU noticed that the AMIS had little to no impact on the
ground, and the crisis was continuously deteriorating (Ibid.). Subsequently, it decided to change
the mandate of the mission from a ceasefire-monitoring mission to a peacekeeping mission and
increase the number of troops to 7,731. Similar to UNAMID, the mission was subject to violent
attacks by rebel groups, and the mission saw casualties.
While the AU peacekeeping mission had little success, the AU
made all the more impact through negotiations and humanitarian
aid (Agena, 2011, p. 28). Its achievement lies in its continuous
intervention, which demonstrates an “institutional commitment to
the maintenance of peace and security on the continent.” (Ibid.)
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While the various agreements did not necessarily bring long-lasting peace as was hoped each
time, they likely reduced the amount of violence that took place.
4.4.

Foreign Relations

The Gulf States, notably Saudi Arabia, the United Arab Emirates, and Qatar have provided
large amounts of financial and military assistance (Resti, 2019). However, these countries have
also contributed to food insecurity in Sudan through land-grabbing.
Heads of the TMC have actively pursued a relationship with the Egyptian leadership (Resti,
2019). Historically, Egypt and Sudan have always been close, as Egypt used to have sovereignty
over the Sudanese territory, both during Ottoman rule and as a British territory (BBC, 2019a).
To this day, there remains a large Sudanese diaspora in Egypt.
In the 1990’s, during the time when the Sudanese government ruled based on Sharia law, Sudan
supported Islamic movements in other countries as well (GlobalSecurity, 2019). This includes
Islamic Jihadist movements in Egypt, Ethiopia, Eritrea, Libya, and the Lord’s Resistance Army.
Generally, Sudan has always kept close relations with the Arab world, including Arab countries
in the Maghreb.
Sudan’s relations with its neighbouring countries have been strained at times, due to violence
spilling over from its borders (GlobalSecurity, 2019). This never caused international armed
conflict however, and since the early 2000’s Sudan has been working to improve these relations.
During the conflict between the north and the south, several African countries supported the
SPLM (Ibid.). Kenya and Uganda helped with transport of aid and humanitarian efforts, and
the respective governments made public statements in support of the opposition movement. The
most important supporter was the Ethiopian government, which provided military training
facilities for the SPLA and political support for the movement. In response, the Sudanese
government allowed Ethiopian rebels to be active and hold facilities in Sudan.

5. Way forward
For the future, the question remains in how far international
involvement is necessary and helpful, and whether the transitional
government is able to build and maintain peace and stability. When
studying peace-making efforts elsewhere, the international
community has learned that factions and opposition groups need
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to be addressed, and they need to feel adequately represented in any political agreements
(Sorbo, n. d., p. 1). At the same time, any international effort needs to be stable and wellcoordinated. The following areas are essential parts of any road to peace.
5.1.

Economic assistance and its strategic coordination

Sudan’s economy is in dire need of revival (Al Jazeera, 2019b). In terms of international
economic assistance, it is vital that donors keep the promises they make (Sorbo, n. d., p. 2). In
addition, all pledges must be strategically coordinated and in line with good governance
practices.
Prime Minister Hamdouk has stated that the country needs at least $2 billion in the beginning,
and up to $8 billion long-term in order for the economy to recover (Al Jazeera, 2019b). Annual
inflation is currently at over 40%. The newly appointed finance minister Ibrahim Ahmad alBadawi, however, has confidence in the long-term restructuring of the economy and stated that
new donations were expected soon.
5.2.

Geopolitical relations and the role of AU

Again, examples of transitions towards civil governments and democracy have demonstrated
that power-sharing governments, in the early stages after an authoritarian leader has been
removed from power, need substantial third-party help (Papagianni, 2008). These third-party
actors are mostly needed to encourage and facilitate dialogue, not only between the powersharing parties, but also internationally. At the same time, outside actors should not enforce
decisions or values on new governments or manipulate in order to benefit their own interests.
5.3.

Peacekeeping, stability and security

Peacekeeping is often shaped by power, as developments in any political project are determined
by which interest groups and coalitions dominate the discussion (Sorbo, n. d., p. 3). Therefore,
it must be assured that the dominant parties are development-oriented, and are progressive in
their values. While it is up to the Sudanese to participate politically
and create a favourable outcome, the international community is
responsible for observing and assisting where needed. More
generally, transitional regimes that share power are commonly
seen in peacebuilding processes (Papagianni, 2008).
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6. Questions a resolution should answer
(1) What measures of transitional justice are necessary and possible to address the victims
of decades of civil war?
(2) What is the role and task of the international community in assisting Sudan’s favourable
development?
(3) How can Sudan’s economy be revived? What is the potential role of the international
African community in this?
(4) Does the joint African Union-United Nations peacekeeping mission have a future? If
so, how should it continue? If not, how should it end?
(5) How can open subjects of disagreement between Sudan and South Sudan be resolved?
(6) What is to become of al-Bashir? Should Sudan be convinced to extradite him to the
Hague?
(7) How can the African Union help ensure a smooth transition from a transitional
government to a democratic one?
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7. Further reading
•

A

practical

timeline

showing

important

historical

events

in

Sudan:

https://www.bbc.com/news/world-africa-14095300
•

The

Britannica

Entry

on

Sudan:

https://www.britannica.com/place/Sudan
•

An

Article

on

the

new

government

and

current

challenges:

https://www.aljazeera.com/news/2019/09/sudan-cabinet-omar-al-bashir-sworn190908183529415.html
•

An

Article

on

Peacemaking

in

Sudan:

https://www.cmi.no/publications/file/2049-sudan-prospects-for-peace.pdf
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Information about the Conference

1. Conference Schedule

Please note: This schedule is subject to change. For the most up-to-date schedule, please
check: hammun.de/conference-schedule
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2. Rules of Procedure
HamMUN 2019 session will follow the Rules of Procedure which can be found here:
http://hammun.de/rops/.
For first time delegates we recommend participating in the Rules of Procedure workshop on
Thursday.

3. Emergency Phone Numbers
Police:

110

Fire Brigade:

112

Casualty doctor:

112

4. Important Addresses
Conference venue:

Edmund-Siemers-Allee 1, 20146 Hamburg (and other places at
Hamburg University main campus)

Opening ceremony:

Laeiszhalle, Kleiner Konzertsaal, Johannes-Brahms-Platz, 20355
Hamburg

Registration:

Audimax Garderobe, Von-Melle-Park 4, 20146 Hamburg

Committee Evening:

Different places, your chairs will inform you

Silent Disco:

Club Hamburg, Reeperbahn 48, 20359 Hamburg

Delegate Ball:

Gruenspan, Große Freiheit 58, 22767 Gamburg

5. Public Transport
During the conference, your badge will be your ticket. Please have your badge with you all
the time! Public Transport in Hamburg will provide you with busses, tubes and city railroads.
Service Times:
Wednesday + Thursday: Service stops at 1 am, afterwards you can only take night
busses
Friday – Sunday: Whole night service
Stops near to conference venues:
Conference venue + Registration + Committee Evening:
(different places at Hamburg main campus)
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S-Bahn Station Dammtor: Lines S11, S21, S31
Bus Station Dammtor: Line 109
Bus Station Universität/Staatsbibliothek: Lines 4, 5
Opening Ceremony:
Walking distance from Registration: 20 Minutes
Bus Station Johannes-Brahms-Platz: Line 3
Tube Station Messehallen: Line U2
Silent Disco (Fridays Social) + Delegates Ball (Saturdays Social):
S-Bahn Station Reeperbahn: Lines S1, S2, S3
Bus Station Davidstraße: Line 111
Tube Station St. Pauli: Line U3

6. HamMUN App
HamMUN is proud to offer a mobile app during the conference. You can get it on your phone
by typing this URL https://hammun.lineupr.com/2019 into your mobile browser.
Please note that the app is not to be installed via your app store but is a desktop shortcut of a
mobile website!

7. Water Supply
In case you are thirsty (or sober), don’t worry. Water out of the tap is perfectly drinkable!

8. Please bring cash!
Unlike in other European nations, many stores, cafeterias and especially the social venues often
do not accept credit cards! Make sure to have cash with you.
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